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Introduction

This small document is a compilation from some of the postings I’ve made 

to my website, mobilitics.net. In the postings I’ve tried to ask the stupid questions 

about mobile application development, requirements, publishing, support and so on. 

As in all development, also mobile environment allows developers to choose from a 

wide range of comp(l)eting technologies, and discussions about these technologies, 

frameworks, runtimes often dominate the media and the developer sites. People are 

asking “how”? 

However, I feel that more interesting topics are revealed if we try to ask 

“what?” or even “why?”.  When these questions are answered, we will have a deeper 

understanding about what we are doing and who are the users - and why they want 

to use the solution. 
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Mobility alone will not make 

bad ideas any better. 

They will just spread faster.
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Does mobility make sense?

Quite often when evaluating new mobile solutions I feel that developers 

are somehow getting lost and forgetting both their target audience and target de-

vices. Projects like that will lead to result that is neither successful nor something to 

be proud of. Below you can find a set of questions that I feel might be worth asking 

from your project group and customer.

Is solution needed regularly?

This question relates to a very primary requirement - the solution must be 

available in the phone when user needs it. If user cannot understand that he might 

sometime need the mobile solution, he will neither install nor bookmark it. If solu-

tion is not available when user's need arises, it is very difficult - or even impossible - 

to find it while on the move. Finding the solution with mobile terminal is still some-

thing that rarely happens, typically you find the solution with desktop and then de-

ploy it to terminal. Give user an actual and understandable use case about the solu-

tion so that he will deploy the solution to his terminal. If user has a feeling that solu-

tion is not really needed in a mobile device - using the solution with desktop will 

keep user happy - he will not install it.

Do technical requirements match with target group?

It is very easy (and sometimes also fun) to design a solution that runs only 

on the latest and greatest high-end terminals. What is even more fun is to design the 

application to run only on those devices that "will be available later this year for selected 

market". If your target group is technology savvy early adopters then this approach 

can be OK but if you try to reach the wide consumer market then some rethinking is 

needed. Try to find out what are the minimal technical requirements and build solu-

tion to depend only on those; save the 3D effects for future releases, please. What 
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brings you respect from fellow developers might not be what your customers are ex-

pecting.

This question can also 

direct your development efforts to 

another direction: for example 

when creating a browsing solution 

you should ask whether old WML 

terminals should be supported or 

not. If your target group doesn't 

use such old terminals you can 

put more development power to 

xhtml-pages.

A good source of information about device popularity is AdMob’s 

monthly “Mobile Metrics” report. You can get the report free-of-charge from Ad-

Mob’s website.

Can you make it any simpler, please?

If there is a current solution available you can start with a simple test: take 

the most important feature from the application and think how would you imple-

ment that if you remove 90% of all the available features. If that seems possible then 

creating a mobile version from that solution looks promising. This acid test is justi-

fied by following reasons:

! mobile devices have very limited input mechanisms and screen resolutions

! mobile applications are used in situations where user cannot concentrate fully 

on the usage of the solution"

! mobile application use cases are very task oriented; something needs to be done 

quickly and easily. Users will not navigate through different menus or screens

However, remember that creating a mobile solution is not only about cut-

ting features away from the "original" solution. A winning mobile solution also adds 

Speaking about the browsing: to cre-

ate optimal mobile service you must 

know what the terminal can do and 

what it can not. Check how terminal 

information from  WURFL or Device 

Atlas can help you.
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value to its desktop variant - what that might be in your case? Calls made directly 

from the solution, access to user’s environment data and location or calendar infor-

mation?

It is a common mistake to see mobile solutions as dumb versions made 

from the “real” desktop solutions. Both have their strengths and weaknesses and can 

support each other but mechanically forcing desktop application features to mobile 

terminal isn’t the way to go.

How to publish the solution?

This is a major paradox in publishing mobile solutions: you will use the 

solution with mobile device, but you will get to know the solution's existence by 

desktop browsing. You must get your solution deployed to terminal before there is 

actual need for that. When user is 

on the move and wants to use the 

solution, it is already too late to 

find it. Any mobile terminal has a 

very limited screen estate and dif-

ferent solutions are competing on 

the same resources. Make your use 

case very clear and tell potential 

customers an emotional story why 

your application matters. What is 

the target audience and what is the 

right channel to reach those?

There are interesting online delivery 

services for mobile solutions. For ex-

ample Nokia has a free service called 

MOSH where you can upload and 

publish your service. Another exam-

ple of delivery service is Nokia’s Wid-

Sets platform. iPhone users will find 

their applications from Apple’s App-

Store. Also other manufacturer’s and 

operators have their own solutions
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Is it visual?

On the surface this is simple item: make your solution visual so that you 

all the time give user visual clues where he is and where he is going, what is manda-

tory and what is optional, what will cost money and what is free, and so on. In prac-

tice you should consider consulting professionals to help you achieving this goal.

Aesthetically pleasing “rich mobile applications” can be implemented in 

many different ways, this is not an engineering problem. Rather this is a problem of 

fundamentally understanding the user’s needs and usage patterns and supporting 

him with visual effects and clues. Why do you think iPhone has been such a success? 

Check the user interface, you will see the answer there.

Well, is this safe to use?

In the desktop world users feel safe when using different applications be-

cause network connections will not cost you any extra. In mobile world situation is 

worse. If you target consumer users, you should remember that they are very afraid 

of usage costs and vast majority of them will not have a flat-rate data plan. So, make 

it very clear how much the appli-

cation will cost to user. If you do 

use data connections, send SMS's, 

make voice calls or whatever make 

that very clearly understandable to 

users so that they feel they are in 

control when using your solution.

Try also to explain to your users 

that connection costs can be much 

higher when user’s terminal is roaming (i.e. not connected to home network). There 

are many sad stories when user hasn’t been aware of different costs incorporated in 

roaming, and monthly phone bill has been astronomical - or even worse.

Finnish operator “DNA” has reported 

that biggest bills caused by careless 

data usage while roaming have been 

about 25.000!. Average users might 

not remember that domestic pricing 

doesn’t apply when traveling.
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Users must be assured that 

their personal data is kept secure all 

the time; nobody wants to risk per-

sonal messages, images or contacts to 

use your application, no matter what 

it does.

When I got a new terminal that 

supported uploading images di-

rectly to Flickr, I decided to try 

that. After account was created, I 

uploaded some photos and later I 

realized that every picture was by 

default made visible to public. Un-

pleasant surprise.

Why somebody would like to use 

my solution with a mobile device 

instead of a desktop workstation? 

What value does mobility add?
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Creating an application for terminal

Above I listed some preconditions for mobile solution and you are posi-

tive that what you need is an installable application1 . You probably have to support 

a use case that requires offline operations or user interface must be better than 

browser can provide with your target devices. Here are some topics to think about.

Does installation package include configuration?

When your application gets installed to terminal, it must get configured; 

application must know the server address, username, port number, security scheme 

etc. Technically oriented people will ask correct settings from administrator, open set-

tings screen, input values to right fields and start using the application. Unfortu-

nately that is not enough. When application is delivered to hundreds or thousands of 

users, it is not likely that all of them are "technically oriented". Your help desk will 

get flooded by basic questions about correct settings or people will ask local guru 

how to do the settings, trying desperately to understand what is wrong with the ap-

plication. Some users will make it, others don't. That's why you must create installa-

tion packages so that "installation includes configuration" or if that is not possible, 

create a startup-wizard to guide the user through the basic settings. If application is 

ready to use directly after the installation, you have done good job.

Can you manage the application after the installation?

Eventually something goes wrong and your customer will call the service 

help desk telling that “I didn’t change anything, everything was working OK but 

now all I get are error codes that I didn’t write down. Can you help me?” If you 

haven’t thought about this during the development I guess your service people will 

be clueless and frustrated quite soon. On the other hand, if you have some mecha-

nism to remotely query the state of the application or you can ask the user some rele-
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vant questions, then the problem solving task is very much easier. Supporting device 

management (DM) solutions can be your lifesaver.

Most probably installing your application using standard device man-

agement tools is not an issue - application installation is one of the basic tasks that 

those systems do. However, there are some other device management tasks that can 

be enabled or disabled by design. Can your application be configured with a configu-

ration file? If yes, is the file stored to directory where device management applica-

tions can read and write it? If you put that file to a DM writable directory, you can 

find good ways how to fulfill requirement "installation includes configuration". Some 

device management solutions support plugins for third party applications, check 

what DM systems your primary customers use and try to find out if such plugins can 

be implemented.

If you feel that heavy device management solutions are out of scope, then 

at least include feature that checks from your server if there is an upgrade available. 

When you create and publish a new application version, user will be notified about 

that and he can update the application by himself.

Is your application brand-aware?

If your business strategy allows, make your application "brandable" by 

design. That means that when large customer asks you to make them a special ver-

sion with their corporate branding, you should feel safe to answer "yes". This might 

include things like changing the application caption, icons, about-boxes, or almost 

everything that can be used to promote company's brand. Branding questions may 

not be asked very often, but when that happens you will be happy when you know 

that it can be done.
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Your support is needed

When something has been installed to user’s terminal, there are multiple 

things that can go wrong after that: 

• user installs some application that collides with your solution and dis-

ables it (encryption software can do this, for example)

• new terminal model is released and application will not work with it 

(platform has changed)

• some operator variant of supported terminal is missing required compo-

nents (e.g. you rely on WiFi connections and operator has disabled that)

• new firmware version is released and it has some unwanted side effect 

(runtime environment has changed)

• and so on...

As you can guess, your users will contact you and they have a justified 

reason to expect you to fix this problem. Be prepared for that.

Ever since I started in mobile business my humble request to all device 

manufacturers has been that they should publish information to developers about 

new software releases. If they could tell what has changed and how, it would be just 

terrific, but even information that new firmware version is available would be a good 

start. I’ve waited for seven years and situation hasn’t improved - in fact it has become 

worse from developers’ point of view. 

Previously when new firmware version was launched, it spread quite 

slowly. Only users who really had problems were ready to visit service point, give 

their terminal to be re-flashed and wait a couple of days for that task to be finished. 
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Developers simply had more time to 

fix the problems after first bug re-

ports. Now users can update the de-

vices by themselves with PC, just yes-

terday I got an SMS from Nokia re-

minding myself that I should take ac-

tion and update by phone. You can 

guess that if firmware update causes 

any trouble to your users, crisis will 

escalate very quickly.

New terminals can do firmware 

update also without PC-

connection. This FOTA (Firmware 

update over the air) feature makes 

update process quicker than ever. 

What before required visit to serv-

ice point and days of waiting, can 

now be done by end-user in a 

couple of minutes.
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Machine room issues

In this chapter I will list issues targeted for projects that want to ensure 

that their solution is easy to sell, easy to buy and easy to productize as a service. My 

aim is to remind you that although the mobility issues are important, your solution 

might also need features that operators and/or system integrators appreciate. Some 

might say that these topics are self-evident, but sometimes all development focus is 

put to mobility and these basic requirements are forgotten.

I like your solution and I want to sell it to my customers. What should I 

do?

After you have done some serious marketing and customer has accepted 

your proposal, next thing is to give detailed instructions how to setup the solution’s 

environment. What kind of server setup is needed? How many users can typical 

server configuration handle? What happens when the user limit is reached?

Mobile (enterprise) applications are almost always connected to back-end 

servers and processes. For that reason designing the server side architecture together 

with smartphone architecture is an important task to ensure successful project com-

pletion. Of course there is no single right answer for server architecture, but at least 

following subtopics should be kept in mind.

Think about the situation that your application becomes really successful 

and your current server setup is overloaded and customers are getting frustrated as 

operations are getting slower every day. What would you do? Buy more hardware, I 

guess, but then what? If you haven't thought about this before, you might experience 

problems if your application isn't really scalable. Just replacing the old server with 

new one isn't enough if you cannot balance the load between multiple servers. Re-

member also that being able to distribute processing between multiple servers in-

creases fault tolerance.
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Also remember that scalability must be implemented so that you can ex-

plain and verify to the customer that it really can be done. This is an important sell-

ing point, because of course you and your customer both believe that this application 

will become a huge success, right?

Surely you don't code everything from scratch by yourself, but build sys-

tem architecture using some "building blocks" from various sources. When selecting 

those components, pay attention not only to technical aspects but also to popularity 

and familiarity of those components. Developing software is expensive, but main-

taining and supporting it 24/7 is even more expensive. If you select verified and 

common application components, you probably make life much easier for your host-

ing and training partners. After all, a major part of solutions costs occur after the de-

ployment because support and maintenance are expensive tasks.  

I once joined a seminar that handled about enterprise mobility issues. 

There a representative from Finnish Government gave us numbers and told how the 

price structure looks like when they bought a mobility solution including device 

management, antivirus and mobile mail for approximately 400 user.  The annual 

“platform cost” in this case was 940# per user. As you can see, the terminal costs rep-

resent only about 1/4 of all costs
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Is this a service?

If you don’t sell your solution as SaaS (Software as a Service), I’m quite 

sure that one of your partners will do so. They will then be very interested if they can 

host multiple customer organizations from a single server installation securely and 

easily.

Multitenancy may be somewhat unfamiliar term for a very understand-

able requirement: you should be able to run multiple independent instances of your 

application using single hardware. Independent instances mean that they have pri-

vate data areas and instances can be managed separately. This is an important re-

quirement for companies creating applications to be hosted by other companies: if 

new hardware must be installed for every new customer organization, installation 

and system maintenance costs become too expensive and your systems is not as 

competitive as it could be.

Also you should remember to think early about user accounts and billing. 

Being “easily billable” means that the solution must save auditing data that can be 

used for billing users. What that data really is depends on your business model, but 

in optimal solution you would have multiple options for this. Some of your partners 

can prefer monthly subscriptions whereas some other partner can find charging 

based on data amount better, for example. Here you can also think that if your termi-

nal application always requires server access, it is much easier to distribute the ter-

minal application freely without license codes, because the application is useless 

without a valid server license. Implementing licensing and billing is much easier on 

the server side, compared to solution where you try to do that on the terminal. Also it 

wouldn’t be a problem if users want to change their terminals as license is bound to 

user account, not to a piece of hardware.

Is your solution secure?

If you forget security issues, you can say goodbye to customers - very 

simple rule. Minimum requirement is that you should be able to explain how secu-

rity is handled in your solution and why customer should feel safe. During solution 
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development you must balance between application’s usability and security; make 

your decision and be prepared to explain that to customers. Security is also about 

understanding the potential risks and an important task is to be able to explain the 

solution’s security model so that the potential customer can do risk analysis - small 

known risk is much better than not being able to do risk analysis at all.

Especially enterprise solutions must allow hierarchical user model. This 

means that user management can be delegated to different sub-organizations so that 

organization’s all user management is not done by one superuser. Add proper audit-

ing to this and you will get solution that can also create a report about who has done 

what and when. In some cases you will be asked if your solution complies with the 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, meaning (simplified!) in practice that solution must include 

auditing and data integrity must be maintained - also with mobile devices.

One interesting aspect of security with mobile devices is cooperation with 

third party security applications like antivirus and encryption software. For example, 

when data encryption application is installed into the terminal, the files might not be 

readable when you try to access those. Especially with older devices security applica-

tions created problems by slowing down the terminal and consuming a large per-

centage of free RAM.

Finally: encrypt all communications. Always.
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Epilogue

Mobile terminal is a wonderful device that allows users to use services 

that we were not able to imagine fifteen years ago. Moreover, these services are avail-

able for people that don’t hold access to traditional desktops. Based on recent studies, 

internet reaches 1.3 billion people, but mobile networks have 3.5 billion subscribers. 

Wherever you go, there will probably be a mobile phone - either private or shared by 

the whole village. 

It is not long time ago when mobile application development was consid-

ered as a wizard’s work that required mystic knowledge that wasn’t allowed for 

regular developers. Times have changed. Today, developing the solution is business 

as usual, you can use (almost) the same solution technologies that are used in desk-

top development. Just pick the one that is most familiar to you and challenge your 

skills. When you don’t need to worry about bits and bytes you can focus on the most 

important thing - innovation. Mobile phones enable new services that can have 

groundbreaking consequences, so far we have seen just services that enhance the cur-

rent solutions. When we concentrate less on asking “how” and more on asking 

“what” I’m sure we will see such strategic innovations that really disrupt the way we 

live.

What my mind can imagine, my hand 

can implement.

This is true also for mobile devices. 
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